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Linguistic support for revising and editing
Abstract
Revising and editing are important parts of the writing process. In fact, multiple revision and editing
cycles are crucial for the production of high-quality texts. However, revising and editing are also tedious
and error-prone, since changes may introduce new errors. Grammar checkers, as offered by some word
processors, are not a solution. Besides the fact that they are only available for few languages, and
regardless of the questionable quality, their conceptual approach is not suitable for experienced writers,
who actively create their texts. Word processors offer few, if any, functions for handling text on the
same cognitive level as the author: While the author is thinking in high-level linguistic terms, editors
and word processors mostly provide low-level character oriented functions. Mapping the intended
outcome to these low-level operations is distracting for the author, who now has to focus for a long time
on small parts of the text. This results in a loss of global overview of the text and in typical revision
errors (duplicate verbs, extraneous conjunctions, etc.) We therefore propose functions for text
processors that work on the conceptual level of writers. These functions operate on linguistic elements,
not on lines and characters. We describe how these functions can be implemented by making use of
NLP methods and linguistic resources.
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Abstract. Revising and editing are important parts of the writing process. In fact,
multiple revision and editing cycles are crucial for the production of high-quality
texts. However, revising and editing are also tedious and error-prone, since changes
may introduce new errors.
Grammar checkers, as offered by some word processors, are not a solution. Besides
the fact that they are only available for few languages, and regardless of the
questionable quality, their conceptual approach is not suitable for experienced
writers, who actively create their texts. Word processors offer few, if any, functions
for handling text on the same cognitive level as the author: While the author is
thinking in high-level linguistic terms, editors and word processors mostly provide
low-level character oriented functions. Mapping the intended outcome to these
low-level operations is distracting for the author, who now has to focus for a long
time on small parts of the text. This results in a loss of global overview of the text
and in typical revision errors (duplicate verbs, extraneous conjunctions, etc.).
We therefore propose functions for text processors that work on the conceptual
level of writers. These functions operate on linguistic elements, not on lines and
characters. We describe how these functions can be implemented by making use
of NLP methods and linguistic resources.
1 Introduction
Writing a text involves several steps and various tasks, starting from planning activities to
writing a first draft and then revising and editing1 to get to the final version. Revising and
editing are typically recursive processes, continuing until an acceptable state is achieved.
Writing means creating a coherent text from linguistic elements, such as words,
phrases, clauses and sentences. When revising and editing texts, authors are working
with these elements, arranging and rearranging them, exchanging them for others, maybe
even “playing” with them.
In this paper we will try to develop the idea of tools based on linguistics to support
writers in the writing process, especially during revising and editing.
First, to get an idea of the abstraction level on which writers are thinking about their
texts, we will have a look at recommendations for writers and editors: What are the
1 In composition research, a distinction is typically made between revising, which takes place on
the discourse level, and editing, which takes place at the sentence and word level (see [1] for a
discussion).
concepts and the metalanguage used to talk about textual elements as well as revision
and editing tasks?
Next, we will analyze functions in state-of-the-art word processors to find out on
which conceptual level they operate and which support they offer for revising and editing.
Finally, we will develop ideas for software functions for revising and editing, which
use linguistic knowledge to provide writers with functions operating on a conceptual
level closer to their own. As examples we will describe the possible mode of operation
for some functions based on linguistic concepts.
2 Writing: Composing, Editing, Revising
In this section we will explore two aspects: The language used by researchers when they
talk about what people are doing when writing and the abstraction level or metalanguage
used by composition teachers for recommendations.
2.1 Writing as a Process – What do Writers do when Revising?
Research over the last 30 years has shown that writing should be regarded as a process
leading to a text, i.e., the focus in research has moved from the resulting product to the
process. In the U.S. and Canada this shift in view started in the 1970s; in the German-
speaking part of Europe it was around 10 years later (cf. [2]) that researchers started
to focus on what people actually do when they write, revise, and edit and no longer on
what people should do.
Experiments (e.g., [3,4,5,2]) have shown, that writers of all ages work in loops and
cycles, acting as composer, revisor and editor of their own text. Most of the revising and
editing takes place in a conscious phase after composing a text or a text fragment.
Writers perform different actions during revising; according to [4] they correct
mistakes, amend elements of style, and restructure or rewrite portions of the text. Revising
and editing takes place at different levels of the text (cf. [2]):
– Text (structure, logic, comprehensibility)
– Paragraph and sentence (grammar, including conjunctions, tense, syntax, etc.)
– Word (conciseness, diction, expression)
– Layout and spelling
Thus, the language used by researchers to describe the writing process, is clearly
influenced by linguistic terms – they do not talk about, say, characters or lines.
2.2 Recommendations for Revising and Editing
Recommendations for writers are made both on the basis of experiments monitoring
writers doing a certain task, as well as based on the daily experience of expert writers.
For example, based on research on comprehensibility, Langer, Schulz von Thun, and
Tausch [6] postulate four requirements for texts: They should be reader-friendly, logical,
concise, and stimulating. These are high-level goals to be strived for when revising a text.
Each of them are to be achieved on the levels of the word, the sentence, and the text as a
whole. Most of the practical recommendations eventually refer to linguistic elements,
such as noun phrases, compounds, mode and tense of verbs, modal verbs, word order,
construction of phrases and clauses, etc. (see also [7]).
Similarly, experienced writers also refer to linguistic elements when describing what
to do with a text to revise it to achieve specific goals like targeting a specific audience or
communicating a certain message.
3 Support for Writers in Word Processors
The considerations outlined above lead us to inquire whether word processors offer any
functions on the same level of abstraction to support writers in these revising and editing
tasks. To answer this question, we will look at two aspects of word processors: First,
the automatic checkers for spelling and grammar and style, and second, the general
editing functions offered to writers by word processors. We are not concerned with text
properties such as organization or discourse-level structures.
As a representative we will consider Microsoft Word because of its ubiquity and
richness of functions and add-ons.
3.1 Checkers
The automatic checkers in Word can be used in two modes: During writing (“as you
type”) or upon manual invocation (e.g., to run it on the current state of a text). The check-
ers flag textual elements which they consider problematic and give the user information
on the nature of the problem and a suggestion for remedial. The spelling checker flags
individual misspelled words, while the grammar and style checker marks words, phrases
or whole sentences. Both the spelling checker and the grammar checker can be set to the
language of the document. The grammar and style checker can also be configured with
regard to different styles or genres.
Grammar and style checkers have been developed since the 1980s, evolving from
research systems to inexpensive commercial packages or add-ons for word processors
today (cf. [3, p. 332]). Today, Microsoft’s Grammar and Style Checker is the most widely
used checker. Studies from composition teachers (e.g., [3,8]) have shown that grammar
checkers don’t work accurately and reliably, but that there are educational scenarios
where you can make good use of them; for example, one can use a flagged element and
the explanation and proposed revision offered by the grammar checker as a starting point
for classroom discussions about grammar, thereby gaining insights about grammar and
style.
However, this type of scenarios was obviously not one intendend by the developers.
With respect to their original purpose of helping writers with producing texts conforming
to grammar and style or genre rules, authors agree in discouraging their use (e.g., [3,8]).
Studies have shown that grammar checkers detect only a small portion of problems in a
text, that they flag false positives, that they frequently detect problematic sentences but
incorrectly identify the issues, that they give misleading or misunderstandable hints for
revising, etc.
Being aware of these problems, experienced writers therefore tend to ignore the
flags or try to ignore some flags, or, on the other hand, give up and adapt their writing
to avoid getting criticized by the grammar checker [8, p. 462]. Particularly the latter
behavior is obviously problematic. It is probably caused by the fact that most users of
word processors do not know that they can, in fact, turn off or configure the grammar
checker. Restricting themselves to certain sentence models or phrases takes away the
aspect of “playing” with language and severely restricts their range of expression (cf. [8,
p. 463f]). This is an even greater problem with basic writers; Heilker [9, p. 65] reports
that basic writers tend to consider the checkers’ suggestions as authoritative – maybe
even more authoritative than those of a human teacher.
The checkers tell writers about isolated problems found in the text, in a linear fashion
from the beginning to the end, if the checking is started manually. There is no way to
get an overview over all detected problems, concerning, for instance, a high number of
consecutive nouns.
To summarize: Automatic checkers should be used with care. It is thus questionable
whether they are useful for revising and editing, especially for experienced writers.
3.2 Processing Functions
Word processors offer writers a number of functions for editing: Select, cut, copy, and
paste, insert and delete, search and replace, etc. However, all of these functions operate
on characters or lines, not on lingustic units, i.e., there are no functions for performing
actions like mark the sentence in which the cursor is placed or insert the content of the
clipboard after the word on which the cursor is placed.
There are some functions in Microsoft Word, where it seems that there is a concept
like word. For example, a “word” can be selected by double-clicking on it. In fact,
however, this includes all characters between two delimiting spaces, so this function
does not select a word in the linguistic sense. Another example is the “Smart Cut and
Paste” option, which adds or removes spaces when cutting or pasting text. The idea
behind “Smart Cut and Paste” is to make sure that spaces are added around the word
so that it does not run into a neighboring word. Likewise, when cutting a word from a
sentence, the surrounding spaces are removed, so that there is only a single space left.
However, the insertion – including spaces – will be made exactly at the position of the
cursor, regardless of whether it is in a word or between two words; see fig. 1 for an
illustration.
1. Cursor positioned inside a word 2. Result after pasting “the”
said wo|rd said wo the |rd
Fig. 1. Behavior of “Smart Cut and Paste” in Microsoft Word; “|” indicates the cursor
position
So, even though some functions may seem to operate on linguistic units, in fact they
are still based on characters: A “word” is an alphanumeric string delimited by spaces,
and a “sentence” is a sequence of alphanumeric strings, ending with a punctuation mark.
These definitions are not only used in word processors, but also in programmer-oriented
text editors like XEmacs or vi. Both offer more functions operating on “words” and
“sentences” than Microsoft Word, but these are not based on linguistic knowledge either.
3.3 Problems
Spelling checkers and grammar and style checkers put the writer into what is essentially
a passive position. The decision about whether something is grammatical or not is made
by the system, and what is more, it offers only negative feedback.
Inside the grammar checker, some knowledge of linguistic concepts like words and
sentences, and even nouns and verbs, is certainly available. But these concepts are not
available to the editing functions, and the output of the grammar checker is not linked
to the editing functions. For example, an element flagged as problematic can only be
replaced as a whole (either with the system’s suggestion or with a replacement entered
by the user), but it is not possible to make additional (or alternative) amendments outside
the flagged region.
Using the suggestion box of the grammar checker also forces the writer to edit
similiar problems at different points in the text point by point. There is no way to link
from the checker to the “search and replace” function of the word processor to edit
all occurences at once. Or, if the writer is not satisfied with a suggestion for a flagged
element, but changing the word order would solve the problem, it is not possible to select
additional words and/or reorder them by mouse click or keystroke.
Experienced writers know the mistakes they frequently make, but they cannot search
for specific errors. Using a checker means relying on a system where a writer cannot
be sure whether it will actually find all problematic elements with respect to specific
rules. It is therefore not surprising that McGee and Ericsson [8, p. 462] observed that
experienced writers tend to ignore all or some of the flags.
On the other hand, word processors have no functions which implement operations
on a level comparable to the suggestions made by the grammar checkers. For example,
there is no function for changing all passive sentences into active ones. Writers would
often like to change the word order, whether for grammatical, semantic, or stylistic
reasons. This operation is very error-prone, since the writer has to mark the exact number
of characters to select a word, cut it out, move the cursor to the right position, and then
insert it from the clipboard. Even worse, when reordering words from or to the beginning
of the sentence, capitalization must be corrected by changing the first letters of each word
after reordering. There are no functions for all of these common revising and editing
tasks.
The lack of functions operating on linguistic elements is disappointing for writers
writing in any language. However, while functions like search and replace can be used
to a certain degree to make global edits in analytic languages like English, writers have
to be very careful and reedit the result of such operations in inflectional languages like
German. Even worse is the situation with grammar and spell checkers: The results for
English are already unsatisfying; according to Vernon [3, p. 340 and following], checkers
only detect one third of typical mistakes. For highly inflectional languages like German,
the quality is probably much worse, primarily due to the more complex morphology and
syntax.
4 Concepts for Linguistically Supported Revising and Editing
We have seen that current word processors offer writers only very restricted functions for
editing and revising. While grammar checkers are based on linguistic knowledge, they
are cumbersome to use and only of limited use to experienced authors. Thus, if writers
want to achieve certain goals while revising or editing, they have to break down their
high-level linguistic ideas into a large number of character-level operations. We think
that this may cause attentional disruption, which could be another reason for the tendency
to primarily make relatively localized surface corrections when editing on screen, as
noted by various studies (cf. [10, p. 259], [11, p. 567], [12, p. 102 and following] 2).
As Piolat points out, “to improve a text, writers must successively make a series
of corrections, while checking to see that each one is compatible with others, often
located at different linguistic levels” [10, p. 266]. The tool used for composing, revising,
and editing should offer support appropriate for these tasks, i.e., it should be aware of
linguistic phenomena occuring in the text, it should help the writer control the text, and
it should be aware of consequences that changes may have. Thus we think that tools
for writers should have functions based on linguistic elements, supporting writers on
different levels. Functions on each level should enable the writer to work on linguistic
elements – words, phrases, clauses and sentences. However, while word processors
should support authors when writing, revising, and editing their texts, the word processor
should not control the writing.
We envision two basic types of desirable functions, which we will describe in the
rest of this section.
4.1 Highlighting
In the same way that spelling checkers or grammar checkers highlight “incorrect” words
or phrases, writers should be able to ask for specific linguistic elements to be highlighted,
e.g., conjunctions, verbs in a specific mode, all verbs, sentences without verb, sentences
with more than one finite verb, etc. The goal of highlighting is to give the writer a quick
overview of these constructions. The interpretation, however, should be left to the author
and must not be made by the system (in contrast to the checkers currently available).
When teaching composition, there are pedagogical scenarios where students are
asked to mark specific linguistic constructions in their own text by hand to get an
overview about the constructions they have used, as described by Eyman and Reilly [12,
p. 106]:
An instructor can ask students to change active verbs to boldface, highlight
passive constructions in italics, use larger fonts for descriptive words, underline
the thesis statement, or select particular font colors for topic sentences in each
2 Most of the available studies rely on factors like screen size and legibility to explain this
phenomenon; we do not know of any studies analyzing editing functions per se.
paragraph. This kind of visual marking presents a striking image of the text and
can show the writer elements that may be overused or missing. Obviously, this
sort of exercise requires instruction in identifying these constructions within a
text, which may also help students gain control of their prose by providing them
with the tools needed to analyze and discuss it.
We think that this kind of highlighting – provided automatically – is not only useful
for basic writers: Even experienced writers do not always have an overview of the
constructions they have used; having this information available during the process of
revising and editing would be useful.
4.2 Support for Editing Actions
Tools should also provide functions that support writers in performing certain actions
while revising and editing, e.g., changing the word order, replacing words, changing the
mode or tense of verbs, replacing pronouns with noun phrases, etc. Such actions can
(often) be performed without affecting elements other than the focused element. This
type of action will therefore be called a restricted action.
In a more advanced scenario, there could be support for more complex actions,
which affect words or phrases not directly involved: Changing the number of the subject
requires changing the number of the finite verb and vice versa, replacing the noun in a
complex noun phrase may require other changes to ensure congruency, etc. We will call
this type of actions actions with side-effects.
Depending on the language, replacing a word by another can be a restricted action or
one with side-effects. Ideally, the writer should not be forced to distinguish between both
variants; the word processor should deal with this problem and offer additional options
and highlighting for actions with side-effects.
5 An Outline of Editor Functionality Based on Linguistics
To prove our concept of word processor functions based on linguistic elements we are
currently working to implement various functions for highlighting and a number of
actions, as described in section 4, and evaluate them with experienced writers. These
functions will be selected on the basis of research in composition, see, e.g., [13], [2].
We will implement these functions in the XEmacs3 text editor. We have chosen
XEmacs for the following reasons: It is open-source, new functions can easily be added
using Emacs Lisp, either as additional functions or replacing existing functions, all
predefined functions are available in source form and can therefore be analyzed and
adjusted, and XEmacs and the similar GNU Emacs are text editors preferred by many
“power users” and experienced writers (who are using markup languages like LATEX,
troff, or XML). For some functions we can adapt existing XEmacs functions, e.g., for
highlighting or changing elements. By implementing the new functions in an existing
text editor, we also hope to be able to show that word processors in general can be
3 http://xemacs.org/
adapted to use concepts beyond characters and lines without the need to rewrite them
from scratch.
In this section, we will describe the functions show-conjunctions, transpose-
words-consider-case, transpose-conjuncts, and query-replace-word. The
basic approach of these functions should at least be applicable to most European lan-
guages, as the underlying linguistic concepts are similar; of course, appropriate linguistic
resources are required for each language.
Using query-replace-word as an example, we will show that for highly inflec-
tional languages, like German, the complexity of some revising and editing actions is
considerable and requires linguistic support.
For each function we will describe the required linguistic resources. In general, the
processes enabling the linguistic support should be as shallow as possible for them to be
usable in interactive mode. For example, there is generally no need to parse the whole
text syntactically or morphologically; restricted concepts of “word” and “sentence”, for
tokenizing around the current position of the cursor, morphological analyses of a few
words at a time, and generation of a few words at a time will be sufficient.
5.1 Show used Conjunctions
Highlighting of key elements is known from editors for programming languages. For
XEmacs, there are specialized editing modes for numerous programming languages,
which provide the highlighting of key elements (so-called syntax highlighting). We will
use the highlighting functionality of XEmacs to show the conjunctions used in a text.
For most languages, conjunctions are a closed word class consisting of invariable
words. Executing the command show-conjunctions will give a quick overview of the
use of conjunctions. In addition, the command show-conjunctions-frequency will
display a frequency list of conjunctions, which allows writers to see whether they have
a preference for certain conjunctions; the command show-conjunctions-sequence
lists the conjunctions in the order in which they appear in the text.
For these functions, only minimal linguistic resources are required. As conjunctions
are typically invariable, there is no need to look for different wordforms, and since
conjunctions are not linguistically productive (i.e., no new conjunctions are produced
using derivation or composition), it is not necessary to consider morphological processes.
Thus, only a list of conjunctions is needed.
5.2 Reorder Words
XEmacs has the built-in function transpose-words (or keystroke M-t) to reorder
words; in most cases, this function is used to interchange two words. Each word will
keep its case. However, when a word is moved to or from the beginning of a sentence, it
may be necessary to change the case of the involved words.
The function transpose-words-consider-case will have the same effect as M-t,
but it will consider the case of the words and adjust it if necessary. For German, there
is an additional challenge: If a word is a noun it is always capitalized, regardless of its
position. Thus, for German, transposing two words with respect to case includes several
aspects:
– If a word is at the beginning of a sentence, and it is moved to a non-sentence-initial
position, it is lowercased, unless it is a proper name or a noun. To make this decision,
morphologic analysis is required. The word that is now in sentence-initial position
must be capitalized.
– If a word is moved to the beginning of a sentence, it is capitalized. The word that
used to be at the beginning of this sentence must now be lowercased, unless it is a
proper name or a noun (see above).
– If a word is moved between non-sentence-initial positions, the function will behave
like transpose-words.
For the purpose of this function the standard XEmacs notions of “word” and “sentence”
are sufficient. As a linguistic resource morphologic analysis is required.
5.3 Reorder conjuncts
In this article, we are using the coordination “revising and editing” several times. If you
look carefully, you will find no occurrence of “editing and revising”. However, our first
draft of this paper contained both versions. Often one version of such a coordination is
preferred and should be used consistently. If the transpose-words function (described
above) is used, at least three operations have to be performed to change “editing and
revising” to “revising and editing”, as shown in fig. 2.
Step Command State
editing and revising|
1. C-u -2 M-t revising| editing and
2. M-f revising editing| and
3. M-t revising and editing|
Fig. 2. Editing operations necessary to change “editing and revising” to “revising and
editing” with XEmacs.
When using a word processor that does not offer a function like transpose-words
(e.g., Microsoft Word), at least 8 steps are necessary (cf. fig. 3).
The function transpose-conjunctswill allow writers to interchange the conjuncts
of a coordination with a single command. The cursor has to be placed on the conjunction.
This function requires the same linguistic resources as transpose-words-consider-
case. Extending this function to cover cases with compounds written as separate words
(as in English), e.g., “word processors and editors” will require additional linguistic
knowledge.
5.4 Replace Words
XEmacs has the built-in function query-replace (or keystroke M-%). Replacing one
string with another will (by default) keep capitalization – essential for proper names
and nouns in German, or words at the beginning of a sentence. However, in inflectional
Step Command State
editing and revising|
1. Alt Shift← editing and revising
2. Cmd X editing and |
3. Alt← |editing and
4. Cmd V revising |editing and
5. Alt Shift→ revising editing and
6. Cmd X revising |and
7. Alt→ revising and |
8. Cmd V revising and editing|
Fig. 3. Editing operations necessary to change “editing and revising” to “revising and
editing” in Microsoft Word with “Smart Cut and Paste” (Mac key combinations; the
shaded background indicates the current selection ).
languages, like German, words can have many word forms, i.e., inflected forms, and
each word form can typically express more than one category, see table 1.
Word Word forms Categories
Haus (n, (e)s/er decl.) Haus Nom Sg, Dat Sg, Acc Sg
Hauses Gen Sg
Hause Dat Sg
Häuser Nom Pl, Gen Pl, Acc Pl
Häusern Dat Pl
Zelt (n, (e)s/e decl.) Zelt Nom Sg, Dat Sg, Acc Sg
Zeltes Gen Sg
Zelts Gen Sg
Zelte Dat Sg, Nom Pl, Gen Pl, Acc Pl
Zelten Dat Pl
Hütte (f, –/en decl.) Hütte Nom Sg, Gen Sg, Dat Sg, Acc Sg
Hütten Nom Pl, Gen Pl, Dat Pl, Acc Pl
Table 1.Word forms of Haus, Zelt, and Hütte.
Manually replacing all occurrences of Haus ‘house’ with the corresponding word
form of Zelt ‘tent’ is therefore a complex task: First, one has to find all word forms of
Haus – with the usual search functions this will require to search for each word form
individually. Then, one has to determine the category of a specific occurrence; note that
the word form may be ambiguous, and the exact category can only be found by looking
at the syntactic context. Finally, one must manually replace the word form of Haus with
the corresponding word form of Zelt.
As Haus and Zelt are of the same gender, congruency with respect to determiners,
adjectives, and pronouns is not affected. However, replacing all word forms of Haus with
the corresponding word forms of Hütte ‘hut’ will compound problems with congruency
since Haus is neuter while Hütte is feminine.
It is clear that having to make these changes while revising a text is very distracting,
and support by a writing tool would therefore be desirable. We are thus proposing a func-
tion query-replace-word, which would operate as follows: After calling the function,
the writer is prompted to enter the word to replace (from-word) and its replacement
(to-word). The function then checks the word classes to ensure that they are identical,
otherwise it falls back to the standard query-replace function. The function then
searches for all forms of the paradigm of from-word; when a form of from-word is
found, the user can choose a word form from the paradigm of to-word from a list, or
the replacement can be skipped. To ease the selection, the replacement forms could be
ordered according to their likelihood by comparing categorial features; for example,
when the word form Haus is found, it is known that this form is singular and nominative,
dative, or accusative. Thus, only the replacement forms Zelt or Zelte are possible (cf. 1)
and can be presented as first choices.
As a further enhancement, the function could try to determine the exact category by
partially parsing the immediate context. This would make it possible to present the exact
replacement form as default choice.
The best handling of side-effects, as caused by a change of gender, will have to be
determined experimentally. We are currently considering the following possibilities:
– The editor could correct the side-effects automatically. This would be desirable, but,
unfortunately, quite difficult.
– Potential trouble spots are highlighted, and the writer gets the chance to immediately
correct the problems in the context of the current replacement manually, possibly
with the aid of a grammar checker.
– Potential trouble spots are highlighted, and the writer can correct them after the end
of the replacement process, possibly with the aid of a grammar checker.
For a basic implementation, morphologic analysis and generation are required. To
find the exact replacement and to detect side-effects, syntactic information is required,
which could be provided by parsing of the context.
In the description above, we have been concerned with nouns. For other word classes,
other considerations may be neccessary. One example is the replacement of a simple
verb with a separable-prefix verb in German, as in: “Er notierte sich die Nummer” vs.
“Er schrieb sich die Nummer auf ”. 4
6 Conclusion
We have shown that today’s word processors give writers only little support when
revising and editing text. By looking at research on composition, revising and editing,
we have seen that the concepts writers use to reason about their texts, and the operations
they perform are predominantly on a linguistic level. Based on that insight, we have
determined two groups of functions that word processors should have to better support
the writing process: (1) Specific views for highlighting linguistic phenomena, and (2)
functions to perform operations on linguistic units. As a proof of concept, we have
4 Both sentences could be translated as ‘He wrote down the number’.
specified four functions for the editor XEmacs and have outlined the required linguistic
resources.
The functions described in section 5 (show-conjunctions, transpose-words-
consider-case, transpose-conjuncts, query-replace-word) may seem trivial
and require only relatively few linguistic resources. However, we think that they can
relieve writers from many low-level operations, which distract writers from the actual
revising and editing. Despite its relative simplicity, we are not aware of any word
processor or editor implementing this type of functionality. Furthermore, we describe
possible extension to the functions, and further functions can be derived from these
functions.
We are currently working on the actual implementation of the functions described
in this paper. We will then evaluate their usefulness in experimental settings with
experienced writers.
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